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Q.1.Choose the Correct alternatives from the following. 15

1 As soon as he………tiger, he ran away. 

a) sees  b) saw    c)  has seen  d) had seen

2 Pushpa ………her bucket and started to clean her bucket. 

a) filled   b) kept down    c) patted  d) touched

3 The narrator saw the old Jat trying his turban standing in the…………… of the house nearby.  

a)balcony  b) verandah   c) corridor  d) door

4 The narrator had started associating Pushpa with ……flowers. 

 a) red   b) yellow   c)  orange  d) green

5 The age of Pushpa was…………… years.      

 a) 10     b) 12      c) 13     d) 15

6 I didn’t hear you properly. Please ……….  

a)  hold on   b) stay connected    c) pardon   d) excuse

7 In the SMS “d” conveys……….. 

 a)  date  b) day       c) duty    d) the 

8 …………was considered as the priest of nature. 

a)  Wordsworth   b) Shelley    c) Byron    d) Keats

9 The word ‘chant’ in the poem, ‘The solitary Reaper’ means…….  

   a)  still       b) lass   c)   sing       d) alone

10 Identify the figure of speech. A voice so thrilling never was heard.’  

a) Metaphor    b) simile       c) alliteration    d) personification 



11 Being…………Shakespeare was a great dramatist.

 a)  a novelist    b)  a linguist     c) a poet    d) a singer

12 ………..is the first stage of man. 

a)  infant     b) lover    c) School boy    d) judge

13 …….. is known as ‘Kusumagraj’  

   a) P.L.Deshpande      b) V.S.Khandekar

c) DilipChitre         d) V.V. Shirwadkar.

14 The Silver ship awaits…………. 

a)  near the garden   b) in the deep sea    c) in the distant harbor  d) in the lake

15 The archaic word ‘thee’ means…………

a) they  b) there  c) you d) my.

Q.2.Write short Notes (Three out of Four) . 15

1 Terrible Accident which I Witnessed.

2 Excursion to Pratapgad fort.

3 The theme of the poem, ‘The solitary Reaper’

4 The theme of the poem, ‘The Secret’

Q.3.Write short Answers (Three out of Four) . 15

1 How was the first meeting of the narrator and Pushpa

2 How does the poet highlight the loneliness of the reaper girl?

3 Critically comment on Shakespeare’s concept of the world as a stage.

4 Write in short the secret which the poet does not want to share with anyone.

Q.4.. Answer the following question on broad. (One out of two). 15

1 Imagine that you are visiting Mumbai for the first time. Write a piece of conversation in English with a
policeman asking about Assembly House. (Imagine necessary details)

2 How the philosophy of atheism is reflected in the poem ‘The Secret by V. V. Shirwadkar’.
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Q.1.Choose the Correct alternatives from the following. 15

1 As soon as he………tiger, he ran away. 

a) sees  b) saw    c)  has seen  d) had seen

Option 2
2 Pushpa ………her bucket and started to clean her bucket. 

a) filled   b) kept down    c) patted  d) touched



Option 2
3 The narrator saw the old Jat trying his turban standing in the…………… of the house nearby.  

a)balcony  b) verandah   c) corridor  d) door

Option 2
4 The narrator had started associating Pushpa with ……flowers. 

 a) red   b) yellow   c)  orange  d) green

Option 1
5 The age of Pushpa was…………… years.      

 a) 10     b) 12      c) 13     d) 15

Option 3
6 I didn’t hear you properly. Please ……….  

a)  hold on   b) stay connected    c) pardon   d) excuse

Option 3
7 In the SMS “d” conveys……….. 

 a)  date  b) day       c) duty    d) the 

Option 4
8 …………was considered as the priest of nature. 

a)  Wordsworth   b) Shelley    c) Byron    d) Keats

Option 1
9 The word ‘chant’ in the poem, ‘The solitary Reaper’ means…….  

   a)  still       b) lass   c)   sing       d) alone

Option 3
10 Identify the figure of speech. A voice so thrilling never was heard.’  

a) Metaphor    b) simile       c) alliteration    d) personification 

Option 2
11 Being…………Shakespeare was a great dramatist.

 a)  a novelist    b)  a linguist     c) a poet    d) a singer

Option 3
12 ………..is the first stage of man. 

a)  infant     b) lover    c) School boy    d) judge

Option 1
13 …….. is known as ‘Kusumagraj’  

   a) P.L.Deshpande      b) V.S.Khandekar

c) DilipChitre         d) V.V. Shirwadkar.

Option 4
14 The Silver ship awaits…………. 

a)  near the garden   b) in the deep sea    c) in the distant harbor  d) in the lake

Option 3
15 The archaic word ‘thee’ means…………

a) they  b) there  c) you d) my.

Option 3
Q.2.Write short Note (Three out of Four) 15

1 Terrible Accident which I Witnessed.

Ans:



2 Excursion to Pratapgad fort.

Ans:

3 The theme of the poem, ‘The solitary Reaper’

Ans:

4 The theme of the poem, ‘The Secret’

Ans:

Q.3.Write short Answers (Three out of Four). 15

1 How was the first meeting of the narrator and Pushpa

Ans:

2 How does the poet highlight the loneliness of the reaper girl?

Ans:

3 Critically comment on Shakespeare’s concept of the world as a stage.

Ans:

4 Write in short the secret which the poet does not want to share with anyone.

Ans:

Q.4.Answer the following question on broad. (One out of two). 15

1 Imagine that you are visiting Mumbai for the first time. Write a piece of conversation in English with a
policeman asking about Assembly House. (Imagine necessary details)

Ans:

2 How the philosophy of atheism is reflected in the poem ‘The Secret by V. V. Shirwadkar’.

Ans:
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